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DISASTER
RECOVERY 
SOLUTIONS

TURNKEY MODULAR SPACE AND STORAGE SOLUTIONS



 WILLSCOT.COM  |   MOBILEMINI.COMOur solutions are ready to work, so from day one you’re ready to work.

+   Provide hygienic sanitation facilities 
for disaster survivors and volunteers

+   A variety of ADA-compliant config-
urations allow you to accommodate 
any number of users

+   Units can be transported to remote 
sites to establish vital sanitary 
facilities

+   We provide regular restocking and 
pump-out service to maintain your 
restrooms

Restroom Solutions

We make your life easier

As North America’s largest provider of 
modular space, we have exactly the right 
units for your response plan, ready to roll 
to any location. One call to us and you 
get the buildings and storage you need, 
plus the Essentials – all the furnishings, 
fixtures, tech, security and more to make 
your space Ready to Work from day 
one. We take care of every detail for 
you, so you can bring hope and help to 
devastated communities.

Uses for response teams and businesses

+ Administrative offices

+ Clean rooms

+ Command centers

+ Critical care facilities

+ Distribution centers

+ Dormitories

+ Equipment and supplies storage

+ First aid clinics

+ First-responder rest areas

+ Food and clothing storage

+ Homeless shelters

+ Municipal HQs

+ Restrooms

+ Security buildings

+ Store fronts

+ Temporary classrooms

Our solutions are ready to work, so from day one you’re ready to work.

Mobile Offices

+   Ready-to-go container configuration 
gets you set up and functioning fast

+   Our units can be placed in the 
tightest of spaces anywhere on 
your site

+   Shipping-container construction 
stands up to harsh weather and 
heavy usage

+   We can deliver the unit pre-fur-
nished with the necessary fixtures

Ground-Level Offices

Ready solutions for disaster recovery

+   Secure weather-resistant units 
to protect equipment, supplies, 
materials and more

+   Units can be easily transported, 
relocated or reconfigured to meet 
your needs

+   Ensure visibility even when power is 
down with motion-activated mag-
netic lights

+   Durable hidden-tumbler locks keep 
your equipment and supplies secure

Storage Containers

+   Innovative, stackable modular offices 
that maximize space utilization when 
it’s limited

+   Our fleet is new or like-new and is 
ready for fast deployment anywhere 
you need

+   Vertical configurations and mov-
able panels allow almost limitless 
floorplans

+   Higher efficiency and lower energy 
use than traditional mobile office 
products

FLEX®Temporary Classrooms

+   Minimize educational disruptions and 
ensure students continue to learn

+   Units provide a safe environment 
amid post-disaster challenges

+   We can provide ramps, stairs, desks, 
whiteboards, internet connectivity 
and more

+   Units can also function as admin 
offices, computer labs, libraries and 
more

+   Our full range of units let you set up 
and organize recovery operations 
fast and efficiently

+   Units can be quickly deployed to 
disaster-affected areas

+   We can provide all the furnishings 
and fixtures so you can use the 
space immediately

+   Enhance visibility with magnetic 
lights equipped with motion sensors

At WillScot Mobile Mini, we know when disaster strikes, recovery teams 
need to get in and get set up quickly so they can support citizens 
right away. That’s why response agencies and affected businesses call 
us for the top-quality portable structures they need to get organized 
fast. Whether you need facilities to distribute food and water, provide 
shelter and healthcare, serve customers or anything else, we’re your 
ready source. We handle the space, so you can stay focused on helping 
people in crisis.

WE CAN 
HELP YOU 
MOBILIZE 
NOW



Our solutions are ready to work, so from day one you’re ready to work.
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EVERYTHING YOU
NEED FOR YOUR
SPACE, INSIDE
AND OUT.

Office
Packages

Data
Package

Café
Packages

Planning
Package

Conference Room
Packages

Container
Shelving

Container
Locks

Container
Pipe Racks

Protection
Plans

Workstation
Packages

Cubicle
Packages

Health & Safety Entrance
Packages

Portable Container 
Lights

Portable Storage 
Units

The Essentials

We offer a breadth of ready-to-go Essentials packages 
that cover the most typical needs. Plus we provide 
these packages at multiple levels, from simple, quality 
prodcuts that accommodate your construction teams, 
to more premium options suitable for entertaining 
customers and VIPs.


